16th of June 2018, it's time for our biweekly update for OPC & OPCX again. Addressing a
few key points in our development that are going on right now. We get a lot of questions and
we hope to address them in this update. We’ll also explain the circulating supply of OPCX,
which was quite unclear for some. You might be surprised on how low it actually is!
We are swiftly moving forward with our plans and are discussing new ones. We are
dependant on external factors quite a lot, which might cause it to seem like things are
delayed. For example the supply on coinmarketcap is still not updated for OPC, while we
sent in a form to adjust it straight after the big burn was completed.
Some things might take a bit longer to develop than calculated, but it has a good reason. We
won’t release anything that could be considered a bad product. Many other projects release
things quickly to satisfy their community, but we are perfectionists in a way. Everything has to
be safe, well working and perfectly coded before we’ll release a product of ours. We are
proud to say all things released have been working perfectly and therefore we don’t have to
bother our community with constant wallet updates. We stand for quality!
The whole team is set to make this project succesful and well developed in the long term,
with an involved community and many use cases. This takes time, but will eventually bring us
a lot of success and of course, fun!

- Roadmap
Lots of people have been asking about a new roadmap. Before next biweekly update
there should be a new, elaborate roadmap. This will show all of our developments
and an indicator of how far we are of completing it.

- StakeBot & Pool
As many of you know our inhouse staking pool is upcoming. The Discord StakeBot, which
will accomodate our staking pool, is being tested already but won't appear until it's working
perfectly. This is needed to ensure safety. We’re also exploring if it’s needed to add a
masternode pool, hence the circulating Google form (at #announcements) to gather
feedback.
Our pool will later be connected to the store with your own account, so it will be very easy to
use your coins to purchase items directly from the shop or store them there while staking.

- Store
Our blockchain developer and store developer are working together to make sure the store is
connected the right way. This is a very important part of setting up the store, since it sets us
apart from a normal webstore. This has to been done right and as you know we like to do
things carefully to make sure everything works perfectly.
Developing a payment system which uses only cryptocurrencies is a challenge that costs a
bit of time, but will eventually pay off.

- Exchanges
We have two different kinds of exchange listings going on. One of them is by votes. This is
our secondary plan of getting listed on exchanges for OPCX.
If we get added on an exchange by voting, it would show great strength of our community,
beating other communities and showing enthousiasm about OPCX.

Our primary plan of getting listed on exchanges happens mostly behind the screens. Just
yesterday we saw a deal we couldn't resist and both OPC & OPCX are now listed on
BitexLive. On this upcoming Turkish exchange, we have 3 pairings; BTC, Doge and $USD.
This also means OPC & OPCX are now directly exchangeable for dollars. Via Payeer,
AdvCash and Perfect Money.
As much as we like to inform you all more about our progression with other exchanges, we
were given NDA's(Non Disclosure Agreements). Just know that we're always trying to get
OPCX and OPC listed on more exchanges.
Most listings don't happen in a day (although we came to a deal with CoinExchange quite
fast), but we hope to get listed at another one this month! This listing has been paid for and
we are awaiting a listing date.

- Supporting websites
Realistically, Coinmarketcap listing is not in reach right now, but we got listed at Coingecko,
Coinhills and worldcoinindex instead! Coinmarketcap will be possible in a later stage when
there's more daily volume. The current supporting websites for viewing price, volumes, charts
etc are quite capable. Worldcoinindex even looks a lot like Coinmarketcap!

- Marketing & promotion
We are waiting for a few things to happen, before we kick off our campaign to get more
people to know about OPC and OPCX. This campaign's success will heavily rely on the
involvement of the community.
Either way, community involvement is very important to make a project succeed. We can
only ask of you to help wherever you can and want of course, but we'll also try to reward
those who help us.
It's also been a while ago since OPC had a lottery. Within a few days from now a new lottery
will start for OPC. This lottery will be one way to make sure we can continuously keep
burning some OPC. The ticket fees are a bit higher then you might be used to, but so are the
prizes!
Also, it's for a good cause since it helps burning some OPC along the way. The more people
participate, the more effect the burns will have on the long run!

We'll also have a few upcoming promotions for OPCX, which will include some nice bounties.
So keep your eyes open if you want to help us and earn some OPCX.

- OPCX
There are over 750 masternodes running on the OPCX blockchain now, which is a great
amount. It means over 28.125.000 is locked up and supporting the network! We got some
requests to give a calculation and explanation about the circulating and total supply so here it
is:
In our blockexplorer (opcx.info) you can see the current total coin supply is about 96.5
million. Our 'leftovers' from the premine are divided over the first 7 wallets and are not part of
the circulating supply. These wallets contain approximately 48.6 million OPCX.
This means there is 97 - 48.6 = 48.4 million OPCX in circulation. Of course we can't forget
about the collateral for masternodes, which is locked up and virtually out of circulating supply
right now.
The effective circulating supply right now is only 48.4 - 28.125 = 20,275,000 OPCX !!

- OPCX developing fund
Our developing fund currently contains 50% of the supply, 48.6 million, divided over 7
wallets. We still haven't decided exactly what to do with these funds, but know that these
coins will never be moved from their addresses without a very good reason.
These coins are out of the circulating supply and we have all intention of keeping it that way.
As oppurtunities come along, we might have to use some of these coins to get a deal going
or pay an exchange(not the case, but from hearsay it has come to our attention some
exchanges work that way).
We will extensively discuss the case when a situation like this occurs and only use it for the
good of OPCX.

- Best kill competition
We are working on our best kill competition for Fortnite and other games. We will make a
YouTube channel where we'll upload promotional videos and of course a weekly/monthly
compilation of best kills. Whichever kill video gets the most votes can win a prize!

